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Program Notes for Public File

Section I. Issues
 History and Politics
 International Issues
 Climate
 Human Rights
 Crime
 Politics
 Medicine/Health Issues

Section II. Responsive Programs

Alternative Radio 2021 Q3 Program Notes
All programs below have aired 0600 on the dates listed below and are 60 minutes in duration.

Air Date: September 19, 2021: The ignominious debacle in Afghanistan was predictable and 
predicted. Afghans, like most people, don’t appreciate foreign invaders occupying their country. Just 
ask the British and the Russians. But the U.S., in its imperial hubris, thought it was different. It 
would nation-build in Afghanistan and bring democracy to that land. Meanwhile, China is watching 
the U.S. squander its wealth on military adventures. The decline of U.S. power is evident. In its place, 
China is rapidly expanding its influence. Its Belt and Road Initiative is an ambitious global 
infrastructure project, a new Silk Road. China, as the quip goes, had a bad couple of centuries of 
wars, famine and disease but now it is back. It’s a force to be reckoned with. Its economic clout is 
increasing and it will soon be the world’s biggest economy.

Air Date: 12 September 2021: The widespread protests in the wake of the murders of George 
Floyd and Breonna Taylor marked a new chapter in the struggle for Black liberation. What would 
constitute Black liberation? Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor says it’s about self-determination. “Can we 
make decisions free of economic coercion? Can we make decisions that are truly free? That to me is 
what liberation would be. I know that it’s not something that Black people can achieve alone. Black 
liberation is bound up with human liberation. On a purely mathematical basis, Black people drift 
between 13 and 14% of the population. We can’t get free alone. So, this is also about really trying to 
examine the connections between the subjugation of Black people, and how that relates to a wider 
web of subjugation of other people, including White people, in our society.”

Air Date: 5 September 2021: Terrorism is the scourge of the era. It is a fearsome symbol 
conjuring up images of ferocious-looking, bearded men brandishing AK-47s. The media focus on the 



terrorism of official enemies like Saddam Hussein, bin Laden, and Zarqawi. After they were done 
away with, new demons appeared to justify war and bloat the Pentagon budget. Be afraid of ISIS and 
Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula. Be afraid of Yemen and Somalia, Pakistan and Afghanistan, Iraq 
and Syria. Be afraid of all the jihadi groups that have mushroomed all over the Middle East. The 
notion that the U.S. and its allies engage in terrorism is simply not a topic for discussion. To 
scrutinize U.S. policy is verboten. The War on Terror is now the longest war in U.S. history. There is 
no end in sight. And that suits Washington just fine.

Air Date: 29 August 2021: The digital age has given birth to hackers who carry out cyberattacks 
on our personal data, on pipelines, energy grids and meat processing plants. There are also hackers 
who practice the sharing of software, open sourcing and the secure free flow of information. Maureen 
Webb says those hackers “are making some of the most important contributions to preserving our 
liberal democratic tradition in the 21st century.”

Air Date: 22 August 2021:  The great 20th-century Irish poet William Butler Yeats wrote, “We 
had fed the heart on fantasies, The heart’s grown brutal from the fare.” The United States has long 
fed its heart with fairy tales about itself. Hardly a day goes by without some new story being spun 
about our noble intentions, benevolence and devotion to international law. Sadism is not something 
new. Just ask indigenous peoples and Blacks or the Vietnamese and Iraqis. Chris Hedges warns, “The 
violence and exploitation, which has long defined imperial projects now defines existence at home. 
For empires, in the end, cannibalize themselves. The tyranny we long imposed on others, we now 
impose on ourselves. The dark pleasure derived from exploiting others is all that is left.”

Air Date: 15 August 2021: From Seattle to Toronto, the cost of owning a home is soaring. Rents 
are no better. Accelerated by neoliberal economic doctrine a paradigm shift in housing has occurred 
in recent years. There is a growing disconnect between housing as a human right and housing as a 
financial vehicle for investment. We’ve come a long way from FDR’s remarkable 1944 State of the 
Union address where he advocated for, “The right of every family to a decent home.” Today, housing 
is viewed by the global investor class as a commodity to be bought and sold in markets, a repository 
for capital and a means of accumulating wealth. Financialization of housing causes gentrification, 
undermines community, exacerbates inequality and contributes to the disgrace of homelessness. We 
need to develop and encourage politics that not only restores housing as a universal human right but 
to make it affordable as well.

Air Date: 8 August 2021: The great 20th-century Irish poet William Butler Yeats wrote, “We had 
fed the heart on fantasies, The heart’s grown brutal from the fare.” The United States has long fed its 
heart with fairy tales about itself. Hardly a day goes by without some new story being spun about our 
noble intentions, benevolence and devotion to international law. Sadism is not something new. Just 
ask indigenous peoples and Blacks or the Vietnamese and Iraqis. Chris Hedges warns, “The violence 
and exploitation, which has long defined imperial projects now defines existence at home. For 
empires in the end, cannibalize themselves. The tyranny we long imposed on others, we now impose 
on ourselves. The dark pleasure derived from exploiting others is all that is left.”

Air Date: 31 July 2021: The great 20th-century Irish poet William Butler Yeats wrote, “We had 
fed the heart on fantasies, The heart’s grown brutal from the fare.” The United States has long fed its 
heart with fairy tales about itself. Hardly a day goes by without some new story being spun about our 



noble intentions, benevolence and devotion to international law. Sadism is not something new. Just 
ask indigenous peoples and Blacks or the Vietnamese and Iraqis. Chris Hedges warns, “The violence 
and exploitation, which has long defined imperial projects now defines existence at home. For 
empires in the end, cannibalize themselves. The tyranny we long imposed on others, we now impose 
on ourselves. The dark pleasure derived from exploiting others is all that is left.”

Air Date: 25 July 2021: The history of the U.S. is one of settler colonialism. The state was 
established on the basis of white male supremacy, slavery, land theft and genocide. “From sea to 
shining sea” the Native nations were decimated and dispossessed. The survivors herded into 
concentration camps. The genocidal policy reached its peak under President Andrew Jackson. Its 
ruthlessness was best articulated by Army general Thomas Jesup, who, in 1836, wrote: “The country 
can be rid of them only by exterminating them.” Native people are still here. Today, there is growing 
support for their movements such as the campaign to abolish Columbus Day and replace it with 
Indigenous Peoples’ Day. The Dakota Access Pipeline resistance led by the Standing Rock Sioux was 
joined by many non-Native allies. The action, though unsuccessful, captured the imagination of 
people everywhere. The struggle for indigenous rights continues.

Air Date: 18 July 2021: In his 1967 book Where Do We Go From Here? Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr wrote these prophetic words: “A true revolution of values will soon look uneasily on the glaring 
contrast of poverty and wealth. The oceans of history are made turbulent by the ever-rising tides of 
hate. We are now faced with the fact that tomorrow is today. We are confronted with the fierce 
urgency of now. This may well be mankind’s last chance to choose between chaos or community.” 
More than five decades later the chaos is all too apparent: When we look around we are faced with a 
raging pandemic with its mounting death toll, acute economic distress, a climate in peril and the fury 
of the January 6th insurrection and all that was behind it. We are at a proverbial crossroads. 
Collective action can address these problems. We can choose. Will it be chaos or community?

Air Date: 11 July 2021: In his 1967 book Where Do We Go From Here? Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr 
wrote these prophetic words: “A true revolution of values will soon look uneasily on the glaring 
contrast of poverty and wealth. The oceans of history are made turbulent by the ever-rising tides of 
hate. We are now faced with the fact that tomorrow is today. We are confronted with the fierce 
urgency of now. This may well be mankind’s last chance to choose between chaos or community.” 
More than five decades later the chaos is all too apparent: When we look around we are faced with a 
raging pandemic with its mounting death toll, acute economic distress, a climate in peril and the fury 
of the January 6th insurrection and all that was behind it. We are at a proverbial crossroads. 
Collective action can address these problems. We can choose. Will it be chaos or community?

Air Date: 4 July 2021: Many years ago I heard Noam Chomsky lecture. He compared U.S. foreign 
policy to the way the mafia operates. That caught the audience’s attention. Everyone had seen The 
Godfather movie. Chomsky went on to explain that obedience to the Godfather was non-negotiable. 
Do what you're told and you’ll not only be protected but richly rewarded. And if you step out of line, 
the Godfather will come down on you. So it is with U.S. foreign policy. Dissent is not tolerated. 
Countries like Cuba, Nicaragua, Iran, Chile, Indonesia and others, with politics and systems that 
defied Washington, have felt the wrath of U.S. power. The U.S. rules the world.


